A true story (with a moral) about how a flood of data, buggy code, a recalcitrant database, a newly assembled and unreliable infrastructure, and inexperienced operators deluged an enthusiastic development team during the first months of BABAR's lifetime.
Key features:
• Intermediate "flat" input file (.xtc) • Output to Objectivity database federation • Quasi-realtime (latency, reliability, etc.) 04:38 PDT 26 May 1999 -first colliding beam "revenue" Run 5354 begins 07:40 PDT 26 May 1999 -First Data processed and available in Objectivity (18k events) Event processing rate was 7.2 events/sec (maximum) across 20 Sun 333MHz Ultra5 machines.
Four developers were running 7x24 shifts and the entire system was unreliable....
-----A short diversion, the mission statement:
Process 100% of all BABAR physics events within 2 hours of its acquisition, including filtering/tagging, reconstruction, constants generation, monitoring and logging into an Objectivity database. This is known as the online Prompt Reconstruction system For example, OPR and the offline system still have significant difficulties in some areas, in particular with data access and software performance. As a consequence, reconstruction is barely able to keep up with the data-logging rate and the system is unable to provide simultaneous data analysis by many users. Up to now there is no strategy in place to control access to these limited resources, which leads to long waiting times and hence, a lot of frustration.
Multi-federation Model

Cond
Committee recommendations (in part):
• Separate development and operations teams • Focus on improving Objectivity performance • Change priorities from "keeping up" to "fixing problems"
• Pursue non-Objectivity data output option (for the near-term)
• Recombine Objectivity federations (enable rolling calibrations)
• Aim for new code release only every 3 months And some immediate responses:
• Create 100-machine + servers Objectivity test facility • Schedule DB downs --25% of week during two periods! • Create distinct OPR operations group for running processing shifts (developers remained as on-call experts, but otherwise free to continue development)
Development ramps up while operations continue: Autumn 1999
Problems remained:
• training shifters in far-away places => low operational efficiency We are just now assembling the hardware and software to meet this challenge...and this is a big challenge!
Lessons Learned
• Infrastructure selection --The choice of computers (Sun), operating system (Solaris), programming languages (C++, scripting), networking (100Mbps/1Gbps with Cisco equipment) was generally good. All components required tuning to operate in a large and heavily used system.
• Retrospect (hindsight?) engineering --Expect that a complex system with many dependencies and built upon many assumptions will need flexibility to cope with the real world.
• Development->Operations sooner rather than later --Gear up for operations well before it is actually needed or the development team will find themselves swamped. This includes lining up personnel and management for those people.
• Just-in-time computer hardware purchasing --The longer you wait the cheaper and better the product. True for computing hardware, but the amount of time for ordering, site-preparation, installation, commissioning, and turning into a reliable production system must not be underestimated. The timescale is months, not weeks.
• Quality of commercial software --Buying software from a reputable company is no guarantee of flexibility or quality. Often its "phase space" is sparsely tested which leaves critical debugging to the customer. This can happen with operating systems, file systems and object databases. Our experience with carefully selected freeware has been no worse than with expensive payware.
